The Trial of the Century -- Your Opinions, Please?

By Anna Von Reitz
Is it plausible that the American People just sat on their thumbs for 150 years and willfully,
knowingly, never did the work of "reconstructing" the Federal States of States?
Or is it more plausible that self-interested parties never forthrightly explained the situation to the
American People, never followed through on their duty to assist the American People, and instead,
used the resulting inaction of the American States and People as an excuse to substitute their own
foreign organs of government to replace the Federal States of States in fact mandated by the
American States and People?
Having been informed that exactly such substitutions have occurred, that is, that Territorial "States of
States" and even Municipal "STATES OF STATES" organizations have been substituted for the lawfully
and contractually mandated Federal States of States organizations, do you suspect that this violates
the original intent and substance of The Constitution for the united States of America, and thereby
also violates all contracts and agreements deriving from it---including any form ("form" is being used
in the legal sense here) of "The Constitution of the United States of America"?
Would you consider such secretive substitutions of foreign governmental organizations for American
organizations to be treason on the part of those members of the "United States" Congress promoting
these actions and also a gross Breach of Trust on the part of the British Monarchs and the Popes
responsible for acting as our Trustees on the "High Seas and Navigable Inland Waterways" and in the
Global Jurisdiction of the Air, respectively?
We have noted via reference above that there are two "forms" of constitution called "The Constitution
of the United States of America". The first, completed in 1789, is a tri-lateral international treaty and
trust indenture supporting the execution of a commercial services contract. The second document,
published in 1868, which is almost verbatim the same--- so as to promote deliberate confusion with
the original, is used as Articles of Incorporation for a Scottish Commercial Corporation doing business
as "The United States of America, Incorporated".
Would you consider this substitution of Scottish Articles of Incorporation for the actual Territorial
United States Constitution to be a deliberate concealment and act of self-interested fraud, both
contrary to the international law established by the actual Territorial Constitution and in violation and
Breach of the Public Trust established by the original tri-lateral international treaty?
Having seen two such examples of secretive substitution, first the substitution of British Territorial
States of States for American States of States, and secondly, the substitution of the Articles of
Incorporation of a Scottish Commercial Corporation for the actual Constitution creating the British
Territorial United States --- would you say that we have ample evidence of Breach of Trust and
purposeful deception amounting to fraud against the American States and People?
Please note that the Scottish Commercial Corporation doing business as "The United States of
America, Incorporated", was deliberately and outrageously infringing on the name of our lawful

Government in international jurisdiction, The United States of America [Unincorporated], so as to
deliberately confuse them and their commercial corporation with us, and our unincorporated
Federation of States. The historical record shows that this deliberately created confusion led to the
Scottish corporation accessing our credit and other assets and allowed them to run up debt against
our assets as a result. This is clearly nothing but identity theft and credit theft on a national scale, all
promoted under the auspices of the United Kingdom. Do you think that this large scale identity and
credit theft should be treated any differently than the small scale thefts that occur when credit card
thieves do the same thing?
Continuing on, the Scottish Commercial Corporation declared bankruptcy in 1907 and skated off with
a large portion of its ill-gotten loot transferred to (mostly Belgian, French, and Swiss) shell companies
prior to the bankruptcy. In this way, it shed its debts, sheltered its gains, and left us holding the bag
to pay off their creditors. This was the responsibility of the British Monarch and the Government of
Westminster, both of which have had and have exercised and enjoyed treaties of peace and positions
of delegated authority dependent on their trust obligations owed to The United States of America and
the States of the Union Federation and the American People since the 1780's. Should this Scottish
Corporation have been granted bankruptcy protection, considering its criminal acts of fraud and
misrepresentation? Should the American States and People have been held accountable for the
debts of this Scottish interloper, when they and their lawful Government were Third Party victims of
misrepresentation, Breach of Trust, and identity theft?
The Schemers and their international collaborators, the banks, "took title" to the land holdings of the
American States and People as "security" for the debts of the bankrupt Scottish Corporation in 1907.
We, our grandparents, and parents worked hard and paid off this bogus debt in 1953, when the
bankruptcy of the Scottish usurpers was settled. Instead of returning the title to our land to us, the
British Territorial United States Congress voted to roll our land titles into Federal State Trusts under
their control and operated for their benefit.
Conveniently, the actual unincorporated Government, The United States of America, and the
American States and People, were told none of this. We were all kept in the dark like mushrooms and
fed a steady diet of patriotism and red-white-and-blue flim-flam. In view of these circumstances,
should the land titles and Federal State Trusts be dissolved and all right, title, and interest be
returned to The United States of America [Unincorporated], the member States, and People of this
country?
Meanwhile, in 1925, the Roman Catholic Church and the Office of the Roman Pontiff got into the act
and did their own dirty little "business" on our shores. They set up a Delaware Corporation doing
business as the "United States of America" Inc. This is essentially the same con game the Scottish
corporation played. The only difference is the definite article "the". The Scottish usurper called itself
"The United States of America" and the RC version called itself the "United States of America" and
both were phony, unauthorized, and criminal as three dollar bills.
This "religious non-profit" ran up bills against our remaining assets (remember our land had already
been seized upon as security for the debts of the Scottish corporation) --- our bodies, our life force
energy, our private businesses and homes, our copyrights and patents, our labor, everything that
you might consider to be your own property. They played hard and fast and bankrupted "the" United
States of America, Inc. in 1933. And they followed the same play script, of leaving us to pay their
bills.
Given these facts in evidence, do you think that any commercial claims against the American States
and People which were established by the Scottish look-alike, sound-alike corporation infringing upon
the name of our lawful unincorporated government, have any validity then or now? Do your think
that the nearly identical claims in commerce established on the same basis by the Roman Catholic
Church operating as "the" United States of America, have any validity then or now?
If Franklin Delano Roosevelt had on the occasion of his First Inaugural Speech stood up in public and
said, "I am making you an offer in the commercial sense. That offer is to take everything you are and
everything you own, your Good Name and Estate, as a gift to my [unstated] holy cause."----do you

have any reason to think that the American People would voluntarily accept and act upon such an
offer?
Do you, upon reading FDR's First Inaugural Speech, derive the above meaning and intent from it? If
not, do you think that it met the Law Standard in effect in 1935, that all laws and public notices had
to be written so as to be understood by an average seventh or eighth grader?
After reading the preface and notes of the Trading With the Enemy Act (TWEA) and the Congressional
debates underlying each Amendment to the TWEA, do you think that the Congressional Intent was to
declare war on the American States and People?
Do you think that it is possible in any sense of the word for the British Territorial United States to
declare "war" on its creator and employer, The United States of America [Unincorporated}, its
member States of the Union, or the American People, via any possible act of legislation or internal
Federal Code, without breaching the Constitution and the Public Trust --- and thereby nullifying every
word of such repugnant legislation?
Do you think that when the Territorial United States Congress included the one-sentence long section
50 USC 4307 (d) "Voluntary payment, conveyance, transfer, assignment or delivery by holder not an
enemy" was intended to facilitate trafficking in babies and their enslavement via a process of
registering their Good Names and Estates as "gifts" made to the usurping British Territorial States of
States organizations?
Do you think that trafficking babies born in America into the jurisdiction of the British Territorial
United States as if they had been born in the British Commonwealth of Puerto Rico and laying claim
to them as British Subjects and subjecting them and their property to the British Commonwealth
system and claiming that they were all "voluntarily" gifted by unwed Mothers as "wards of the state"
to the Office of the Alien Property Custodian (later the U.S. Attorney General) is anything but yet
another totally unlawful, illegal, Gross Breach of Trust being promulgated by the British Monarch and
the Government of Westminster in violation of the Treaties and Commercial Service Contracts
(Constitutions) owed to The United States of America, the American States, and the American
People?
Do you see any reason in law or fact or sanity, that these false claims and all the mechanisms and
agencies including the "Internal Revenue Service" and the licenses issued to the "Uniformed Officers"
(doctors and nurses and dentists) attached to them, should not be summarily liquidated? And the
property of the American States and People extracted from the Public Charitable Trust (PCT)
managed by the U.S. Attorney General?
These claims are all nothing but self-interested lies and false claims in commerce. In order to take
them seriously, you would have to believe that every woman giving birth in America (including, BTW,
the Catholics) is an unwed Mother, and that all these Mothers "voluntarily" gifted their babies to the
British Crown and obligated their assets for the benefit of the British Commonwealth. Do you believe
this? Do you see any reason why everyone on Earth who has been similarly "seized upon" by these
fraud artists--- and that includes the Canadians, Australians, New Zealanders, Germans, Japanese,
and nearly every country in between --- should not simply stand up and say, "Hell, no, we don't agree
to this bunko." and walk out the door? Who but lawless pirates and dishonorable mercenaries and
gangsters could ever defend any of this?
All of this criminality has been supported by politicians and by the banks, and unfortunately, by some
military commanders working for the "United States".
Donald J. Trump has been left holding the bag, without any of the actual facts of the situation being
made available to him. Of course, the criminals responsible have been unwilling to step forward and
admit the depths of the depravity to which they have sunk---stealing and enslaving babies--- but it is
all there on the Public Record of several countries, exactly what they have done, and how they have
worked this grotesque bunko scheme against the interests of all free men and women everywhere---and all while singing "Yankee Doodle Dandy" and blaming us, the American States and People for
these crimes against humanity. Having seen the longevity of the crimes and the purposeful step-by-

step execution of these crimes against humanity, do you have any questions about why these
criminals need to be arrested and punished?
In 2014 we finished giving Due Notice and Due Process and issued our Final Judgment and Civil
Orders related to these subjects. In 2015, we re-issued our Sovereign Letters Patent and published
them worldwide. In 2015, Barack Hussein Obama bankrupted the Municipal United States
Corporations and thereby vacated the Municipal United States Government. In 2017, via a domino
effect, the Territorial United States Government was also bankrupted and vacated. These
organizations had maintained a claim of "successor-ship" by a process of assumption of contract
inherited from the Roman Catholic and Scottish usurpers -- a process of pirates making claims based
on the claims of other pirates going back to 1868. But now, finally, they have outsmarted
themselves. By vacating the last two remaining federal contracts and doing so at the same time, we
have been able to end any further "assumption" of contract and to acknowledge and accept back our
formerly delegated powers.
As a result, The United States of America {Unincorporated] stands as it has since September 9, 1776,
as the Federation of Sovereign States representing the American States and People in international
jurisdiction, and is the only actual Government still standing. Any further exercise of our oncedelegated powers by any commercial corporation on Earth without our written and express consent
is unlawful, unacceptable and denied. Any claim that our persons are now or have ever been subject
to the Queen in any relationship apart from those established by the original Constitution of the
United States of America is null and void. This has happened by Operation of Law and is the result of
the incapacity of the delegates in bankruptcy and also as a result of the corrupt and criminal basis of
the former claims to "represent" us and to own us as property in violation of international law, the
Geneva Conventions, common decency, and Good Faith. Do you see any reason why the American
States and People should continue to put up with dis-service, incompetence, fraud, false claims in
commerce against us and against our assets, and other double-dealing crime on the part of our
hirelings?
Most recently, there has been an attempt by hackers from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
(MIT) and certain offices of the Department of Defense (DOD) to gin up a "new" computer system
based on re-hashing old Binary System Data Processing ideas, calling it the "Quantum Financial
System" and seizing upon all the off-ledger Special Deposit Accounts in the world banking system.
They then propose to roll all these assets which in fact belong to other people and which are
supposed to be under the control of other Trustees into what they are calling the "Manna World
Holding Trust" --- which is just another pirate operation based on seizing other people's assets and
calling them yours or, to be more exact, claiming that they are or should be under your control.
About half of all the assets seized in this latest round of criminality belong to Americans. We have
located the rightful owners of about 30% of the remainder. We have also tracked down the actual
paperwork and the receipts demonstrating actual ownerships and trusteeships. Our best advice to all
those trying to re-establish a world financial system on a basis of theft and lies is to stop. Just stop
right now. You are only making a bad situation worse. You cannot hope to establish anything good
based on more crime.
The world going forward needs a rock solid foundation, not more piles of sand.
And this needs to be done via cooperation and honest dealings among the actual Trustees, not by
one micro-chipped female A-1 experiment chosen by a King Rat.
The actual Trustees, as opposed to the Middlemen Bankers and politicians responsible for this ghastly
mess, have nothing but Good Will toward the Earth and its peoples. They are agreed that there is
more than enough for everyone to do all the many, many things that have to be done to restore
Good Faith and Credit, to restore the Earth, to restore rightful Government, and to restore sanity. Do
you see any reason why the people who created and prolonged this mess should be the ones trusted
to resolve it?
Do you agree that the actual trustees of the assets that have been dumped into the Manna World
Holding Trust should be allowed to do their jobs and the actual wishes of the owners and

beneficiaries of these assets should be honored, insofar as they seek to heal and reform and restore
and put an end to lawlessness and criminality and oppression of the living people?
We can see no reason to allow these private trust assets to be commandeered by the Hired Help,
especially after their performance record over the past 150 years. WDYT?
Mr. Trump must feel like a man surrounded in a Crocodile Pit, not knowing where to turn or who to
believe. We don't blame him for that. The fraud and the lies and the identity thefts and forgeries
and counterfeits and all the rest of it run deep and run long. Still, at the end of the day, the Public
Records are the Public Records, the Public Laws are still the Public Laws, the actual ownerships of all
the assets still are what they are, the treaties and the contracts say what they say.
The American States and People have been victimized by European Sharpies for far too long. The
Flim-Flam has to end, and the actual work of the Government of the People, by the People, and for
the People has to begin. All the debts of the Shysters are not being accepted by us again and we do
not propose to validate their theft of private trust assets or Public Trust Assets as a means to pay
their debts, either. Those debts have to be offset and/or forgiven, and the actual Employers,
Trustees, and Fiduciaries have to make that possible, because the only other option is more
criminality.
All those that agree that more false claims and more extortion and more crime is not the way to go
forward, raise your hands......
All those that want their names and their property formally removed from the Alien Property List and
extracted out of the Public Charitable Trust (PCT) managed by the U.S. Attorney General and returned
to them and their States of the Union, raise your hands......
All those who are fed up with lies and criminality from your Employees, raise your hands.....
All those who are fed up with what appear to be public courts acting as private bill collectors for
foreign interests, raise your hands....
All those who are fed up with the British Monarchs promoting Commercial Feudalism and seeking to
indebt others for their madness, raise your hands....
All those who are owed tons upon tons of services and goods that were provided in Good Faith on the
basis of I.O.U's issued by the various banks, and never received any actual remedy or relief.... raise
your hands....
All those living people who were taken in by false advertising of "Home Loans" when the perpetrators
were actually proposing that you loan your homes to them for their investment and profit.... raise
your hands.....
All those that feel that the Governments and Institutions and Commercial Corporations including
banks and churches that have acted in Breach of Trust owed to the American People, the Canadians,
the Australians, the Japanese, the Germans, and all other populations that have been subjected and
abused by this same brand of legal chicanery ---should be (a) held accountable and obligated to
reform and makes amends or (b) outlawed and liquidated and no longer allowed to exist.... raise
your hands....
All those that feel that seizing upon private trust assets and converting them into "holdings" of the
"Manna World Holding Trust" as a means of paying for public debts, is not a viable or honorable or
lawful means to dealing with the situation, raise your hands....
All those who are sick of being kept in the dark and fed horse manure by foreign media cartels
jamming up our national airwaves....raise your hands....
All those who have had enough of military officers failing to honor their oaths to defend us against all
enemies both foreign and domestic, (please note that--- "and domestic") --raise your hands....

All those who are stunned and amazed that this level of fraud and abuse could go on right under our
noses for the better part of two centuries before push came to shove ---- raise your hands.....
All those who are determined that this rampant criminality has to stop---raise your hands....and get
your own records straight and join your Jural Assemblies and send a donation in support of the
position and work of the lawful Government of this country:
I am still acting as Paymaster after all these months. My PayPal is: avannavon@gmail.com and we
accept other donations via Snail Mail. Please make checks payable to: Anna Maria Riezinger, c/o Box
520994, Big Lake, Alaska 99652.
There's nobody here but us chickens. If you want reform and relief and restitution, you have to get
busy and organize and demand it. You have to share this information and take action against the
false claims that have been and are being made against you and your country. And, unfortunately,
until we route through all the false claims and interference from our own misguided employees, you
have to support with your prayers and your cookie jar money, too. Thank you, and God bless the
men and women of the Jury.
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